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New Roads to Follow

New Paths to Take
On the Road
Again

Yes, CHS is on the road again. The 1996-1997 school year starts as a small winding path and quickly blossoms into the fast lane. The travelers on this journey are the teachers, students, and other personalities of Coventry High School. There are many new faces amongst this crowd including a new principal, Mr. Wilkinson; a new head of guidance, Mr. Egan; two new vice principals, Mr. Rearick and Ms. Marquis; as well as a whole score of new teachers. For the senior class, this year is the road trip of a lifetime. They will reach the end of their high school path and journey on to a broader, defined path that will lead to their future. The Juniors are struggling through a rocky section of the path. They have their first tough classes, college decisions to start considering, and many aspects of maturity to face. As for the sophomores, well, now that they have found their way comfortably onto the path, they strengthen themselves for the long road ahead. Finally, the freshmen are the farthest behind on the road. Most of them cannot even find the path. With all of these different people ambling along the 1996-1997 school year, many interesting things are sure to happen. There will be signs along the way—teachers, guidance counselors, and coaches. Those people will help through the rough times and lead the way to success. Now and then students will stop along the road to play sports, join activities, and take classes. Every step of the way they will acquire knowledge. For now they are just on the road again. Hang on, it’s going to be quite a ride.
At the
Crossroads

"Two roads diverged on an open road, and I took the one less traveled by..." CHS represents the junction of these two roads. At the junction many options are presented to students as they develop the rest of their lives. At one point is the radio station, WCVY, where those in tune with their musical side go. Those more physical people turn to the path where the gymnasium is at the end. Some students strict in nature tend to take a sharp turn down AFJROTC way where they involve themselves with the drill team or the color guard. At the core of this junction is the student council where the activities are either approved or denied. Then comes DECA who gives to all. The school store is a stop in the road that provides a variety of snacks for students. These organizations are stops at the junction of the crossroads of life. Alone, they are just stops, but together they form Coventry High School.

CHS is also a crossroads of a different sort. It is a place where a myriad of different personalities and people come together every day. This diversity makes Coventry High School unique from other high schools. Like any crossroads, there will be collisions, but there will also be an opportunity to see or do something different any time. Diversity makes every school day an adventure and opens students eyes to the various kinds of people they will meet in the real world. We have big people, small people, blonds, brunettes, Asians, African-Americans, Caucasians, and many more. CHS is its own melting pot of culture.
A Senior studies hard so that she will not have to take the final exam.

Audra Tellier and Jeff Klein show their Class of 1997 toga spirit. Thankfully, they chose to wear clothes under their togas.

Heather Shibely and Michaela Thompson pause in room 216. Friends are an important part of senior year. Bob Bickford, Jill Argall, and Chrissy AJ relieve their stress with a smiling contest. I think Bob is winning!!
From the first day of high school, the Class of 1997 had one thought in mind, “When do we get out of here?” The time has finally arrived. Seniors ’97 are moving on to bigger and better things. Their was a year of preparation for college and future careers. They spent many hours filling out college and scholarship applications. In school and out of school they learned many education and practical lessons for life. Between sports, student council, community service, and many other activities, Seniors ‘97 were very busy. They attended their last Holiday Dance, Homecoming and Thanksgiving Day games. At Class Day they found themselves sitting in the places of the seniors they had so envied last year. Soon they were walking across the stage, accepting their invitations to the future--their diplomas. For the Class of 1997 their paths were unfolding before their very eyes. These paths were leaving CHS in a myriad of directions. Who knows where they will lead?

Pete Valois and Nate Horodysky entertain themselves while waiting for Dr. Girard to start class.

Michelle Kiernan lunges through the door so she will not be late for Social Psych. Too bad for Kelly and Melissa, Kiernan edged them out.
After a high-powered and closely contested race, Bob Bickford was elected Senior Class President.

Class Officers: Melissa Bouchard, West Bay Rep; Jessica Hoxie, Vice President; Rachel Cahoon, Treasurer; Jen Berk, Secretary; and Areli Calzada, Student Council Rep.

Social Committee: Jim George, Kathy Arcoraci, Ernie DiMicco (Chairperson), Michaela Thompson, Matt Trabucco, and Amey Fregeolle.

Senior Class Advisor, Mr. Hobin, guided the Senior officers through a very important year.
Class Flirts

Sean Haggerty & Michelle Kiernan

Jared Arnold

Amanda Ascione  Lauren Aubin  Kimberly Aversa  Christina Ayliffe-Jessup

Timothy Bailey  Shakira Baker  Lisa Barry  Michael Beagan

Seniors
Down the Road Together

Heather Shibley & Sara Kennedy

Stephen Bucacci

Erica Budziak Kristina Buell Amanda Burbank Erin Burley

Bryan Cadieux Rachel Cahoon Joshua Calcagni Areli Calzada

Seniors 13
Popularity Plus

Alison Cresse & Jimmy George

Heather Cambell

Danielle Capwell Christopher Carlson Ryan Carnahan Joshua Carr

Karen Castenson Nicholas Castro Joseph Celani Karen Chadwick
Class Artists

Pete Valois & Jackie Jacques

Amanda Cramer

Elizabeth Creelman  Alison Cresse  Clinton Crete  Steven Croft

Jonathan Cyr  Jacob Dalton  Jessica Dauphinais  Peter Dawson
Class Musicians

Brian Gagnon & Vanessa Zecchin

Megan DeFedele

Anthony DelPozzo  Scott Deware  Jennifer DiCarlo  Kristi DiCenzo

Ryan DiFranco  Joshua DiGregorio  David DiMeglio  Ernest DiMicco
Did Most

Areli Calzada
&
Ernest DiMicco

Bonnie Fisher

Autumn Fiske  Jamie Fogarty  Jason Fontana  Elizabeth Franchina

Ame Fregielle  Lisa Fuller  Brian Gagnon  Richard Gagnon
Best Looking

Michael Beagan & Jillian Argall

Ryan Galitskie

Daryl Gast
Frank Gauvin
James George
Robert Gibbons

Evangelos Giovanis
Danielle Godin
Jeffrey Goodwin
Tabitha Gosselin
Most Athletic

Heather Shibley & Jimmy George

Tanya Jankowski

Tammie Jarvis  Sara Kennedy  Susannah Kenyon  Michelle Kiernan

Ryan King  Kerri-Lyn Kirchmeyer  Valerie Kirton  Jeffrey Klein

Seniors 25
Most Likely to be Lost

Pete Dawson & Kelly Fagan

Kelli Knight

Brian Korus  Kimberly Krzan  Adrienne LaBranche  Billy-Jo Lagerstrom

Timothy Lambert  Jason LaPearl  Cory Larivee  Gregory Lautieri
Steven Lucia  Bethany Lynch  Cory MacDonald  Kerry Magnan

Christine Maguire  Anthony Mansour III  David Marino  Kevin Marsh

Paul Marsocci  Debra McCallum  Michael McCoy  Shaun McDonnell
Party Animals

Melissa Bouchard & Matt Downey

Amy McGreevy

Shannon McLellan  Nichole Meade  Robert Medeiros  Erin Meenagh

Demetrios Melanis  Gregory Milburn  Christina Miller  Destiny Mills
Class Clowns

Byran Cadieux & Michelle Kiernan

Laura Mitchell

Melanie Moffitt  JoAnne Montalbano  Christian Moore  Jeffrey Moore

Wendy Morgan  Stephanie Morin  Barstow Morton  Adrienne Mottau
Class Terrors

Craig Chapman & Adriana Ferns

Stephan Piascik

Matthew Picotte  Justin Pimentel  Scott Pinocci  Fritz Pluviose

Donald Poirier, Jr.  Patrick Potter  Kelly Pretto  Gary Puckett

Seniors
Best Vo-Tech

Joseph Hartman & Victoria Cox

Danielle Rainha

Sheri Rego Nicolette Ricci Michael Richard Jeffrey Richardson

Jennifer Richer Nico Rivard Matthew Robideau Nicole Robitaille

Seniors
Friendliest

Fritz Pluvoise & Jillian Argall

Alicia Ward

Aaron Watson  Christopher Watson  Ryan Webb  Heather Whitford

Audra Wisnieski  Michelle Wolf  Christopher Woodcock  Vanessa Zecchin
Michaela Thompson & Jim George

Laura Smith checks with Santa Claus. Yes, Laura, You'll get your diploma. Members of the Senior Class show off their homecoming togas.

During lunchtime some senior girls enjoy a rare beautiful day. Homecoming king and queen candidates rode to CHS in style.
Class DJ's

Ernie DiMicco
Jennifer DiCarlo
Bonnie Fisher
Jamie Fogarty

Scott Deware looks dazed as he wakes up from a quick nap in class. Some Seniors take a break from class. Wouldn’t a permanent break be nice.

Billy Jo Lagerstrom begins to research her English project for Mrs. Kelley. Beth Dyl listens to Mrs. Baxter’s instructions before beginning the Psychology test.
Melissa Bouchard, once again gets in the last word with Joe Hartman. Steve Lucia is trying to figure out how he took the old television apart, so he can reassemble it again.

Fred Tarbox looks relieved after cleaning the car and is ready for a nice ride home. It doesn’t get much better than this. Keith Studley takes a break from his computer while pondering his next assignment.
Bob Samways adjust the fan belt on the car he is working on in Automotive Technology. Brian Korus carefully adjust his cutting machine.

Corey Larivee adjusts his favorite machine, the drill press. Gregg Payne checks over his work.

Travis Fowler and Jay Longley run tests on their electronic equipment.
Wonderful
Tonight

The Junior Prom for the Class of 1997 was held on April 26, 1996. The place was the Rhodes on the Pawtuxet where everyone was all attired in their elegant dresses and formal tuxedos. Once everyone arrived, the picture lines were formed to capture the moment forever. After smiling for the camera, couples mingled in the dining room. Soon everyone passed through the receiving line where the guests were introduced and the favors were handed out. The night had begun. Dinner consisted of chicken and rice that to some was appetizing and to others not. The delectable feast was capped off with fruit cups. After dinner the music began and the dance floor became packed. Dancing continued until the time came to crown a new prom queen. The reigning queen, Melanie Malloy, opened the mystery envelope and told the class of 1997 that Alison Cresse was their prom queen. Alison and her date then danced to the song “Son of a Preacher Man”. Before the night had come to a close the theme song was played more than once. As the clock chimed eleven o’clock the numerous couples started to dwindle and go their own way. Reluctant to leave, the Juniors had enjoyed a wonderful celebration. They took with them many sparkling memories of a night that none would forget.

Neil Corse and friend enjoy a refreshing soft drink at the bar.
Mike Richards and his date, Stephanie Bowes, relax at their table.
Brandy Silva and Liz Creelman make sure they arrange plans for after the prom. Remember to tell your dates!

Michaela Thompson and Jimmy George, Class sweethearts, share a quiet moment at their table.

Bianca Dino and Heidi Bedard show off their dresses and their dancing spirit.
Lauren Aubin gives Dr. Girard a dirty look. Even sweet Lauren can only take so much English.

A West Bay Senior applies her skills to a hand's on project at Voc-Tech.

A Senior looks up and says, "That's it. I never want to study again!" Two seniors are studying their recipe. I think they may be plotting something.

A Senior works hard on her health test. If there is one thing to be glad about after graduation, it's the knowledge you'll never have to take health again.

Jen Berk and Jen Pasch are enjoying the freedom of lunchtime.
It's Been a Long and Winding Road

On September 7, 1993 the Class of 1997 stepped through the doors of Coventry High School for the very first time. We were starting on a road that would be lengthy, winding, full of surprises, and brimming with fun. If only we had known how much we would get lost....

Our Freshman year was a year of new experiences. Led by Class President Ernie DiMicco, we stumbled over this part of the path. Joining us in learning the ropes was a new principal, Mr. Deasy. We were just beginning and so was he. Most of our year was spent adjusting to life at high school. CHS was bursting at the seams as we brought in a record number of students. The lunchroom was always packed and the upperclassmen invariably said, "There are too many freshmen!" Culminating the year was the elegant Freshman Formal held, of course, in the school cafeteria. We danced the night away, united as a class. The end of the road was nowhere in sight; but getting there promised to be the adventure of a lifetime.

Sophomore year began with a twist--the first date we wrote in our notebooks read "August." Summer vacation was cut a few days short so that we would be able to accommodate for snow days. After having several snow days the year before, the administration was not taking any chances. The weather was promptly uncooperative and we ended up with only one day out during the year. Classes kept us busier than they had in the past with the addition of Honors Courses to our schedules. Early in the fall we were introduced to the dreaded PSAT for the first go around. Ernie DiMicco was reelected as president and was indispensable in helping to plan our Sophomore Lock In. We spent the whole night at school, something most students would dread to do, but had a great time nonetheless. By the end of the year many of us were suffering through Driver's Ed and taking to the roads. Our path through high school was halfway done and cries of "Are we there yet?" began to pass from our lips.

Our Junior year was a revolution. We were deprived of the big lockers in the new wing by the sneaky seniors. As if the loss was not bad enough, we had to stare at the little lockers very early in the morning since school now started at 7:15. Many first period classes were chalked up for a loss because everyone was asleep. Sleep was a precious commodity especially since most of us had one or both halves of the dynamic Pike duo. There was still time for fun. We attended our first big formal dance when the Junior-Junior Winter Formal, themed "Let it Snow," was held at West Valley Inn. Breaking tradition, the dance was in January instead of December. It was a night that no one would forget. Later that winter our wrestling team set a national record by winning its fifteenth straight state title. Partway through the year we survived a change in principals as Mr. Magerian took over the principalship when Mr. Deasy was promoted to town superintendent. Class president Kathy Arcoraci led us on to our Junior Prom held on April 26, 1996 at the spectacular Rhodes on the Pawtuxet. The theme was "Wonderful Tonight" and we chose Alison Cressa as our queen. The night really was wonderful as our class became closer to each other and made one of the biggest turns in the road. After the prom it was time to buckle down to some last minute studying before we all tried our hands at the SAT on June 1st. With most of the work out of the way, Class Day rolled around. We said good-bye to the outgoing seniors and gave shouts of joy as we turned our rings and became seniors ourselves. We had reached the end of the uphill section of the road. In the near distance we could see the end. So we put on the cruise control and started to enjoy our Senior year.

Ready to roll we went back to our studies in late August. We were a little busier than we had anticipated due to the swarm of college and scholarship applications. Filling out these forms seemed to be a whole class by itself. Many changes accompanied the beginning of our final year. We had a new principal, Mr. Wilkinson; a new head of guidance, Mr. Egan; two new vice principals, Mr. Rearick and Mrs. Marquis; as well as a whole bunch of new teachers. The changed systems took a little getting used to but we soon got the hang of it all. In an exciting campaign, Bob Bickford was elected president to lead us through our Senior Year. For the first semester we were swamped with Dr. Girard tests, physics and chemistry labs, and other academic worries. As soon as our mid-year transcripts left for college and the class rank was finalized, life got a little easier and the pressure let up. Our Junior-Junior Holiday Dance was again held at West Valley Inn in January. This time the theme was "A Snowfall to Remember." With less than a half year left, we were dancing on Cloud Nine. Our class started another tradition. We seemed to have a little trouble waking up in the morning; as a result, we came flying into school with no time to spare for a good parking job. The Class of 1997 created its own twisting road--through the parking lot. The rest of the year was a blur as seniors anxiously waited for acceptance letters. In May we attended our Senior Ball at the beautiful Newport Marriott. The dance was our final party as a class. By the end of the night we realized that the finish was quickly approaching. Class Day was on June 12, 1997 and was a day to remember the good times we had. We said good-bye to our CHS classmates and left the building for the last time. In our red and white, we walked across the stage at the Warwick Musical Theater on June 14 to receive our diplomas. The Class of 1997 is now at the end of this road. Stretching out into the sunset is a new path for every graduate. We are now free to journey onto these twisting roads. There will be many more turns and crossroads in our lives; however, we will always know that if we follow our footsteps backward, we are all united from a common point. Like being freshmen again, the end of the road is still invisible; however, it soon become another new beginning. There is always another bend in the road.

Jennifer DiCarlo
When you don’t risk anything, you risk even more. Criminal Justice.

Christine Benitez
210 Shady Valley Road. Activities: Tennis 9,10,11,12; Softball 9,10; Volleyball 11,12; Advisory Board 11. Only true friends will stay with you until the end. Sports medicine.

Jennifer Berk, Berk.
1 Shortway Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Social Committee 9,10; Vice President 11; Secretary 12; Volleyball 9,10,11,12; SAM 9,10; WCVY 9,10; Journalism 11,12. Let it be. Journalist/Writer.

Robert Bickford.
121 Read Ave. Activities: Football 9,10; Student Council 11; Class President 12. It’s not the end of the good times but a beginning. Leader and Creator.

Matthew Bilski.
12 Redwood Dr.

Marc Biron.
Brother B, B.
16 Sweetwater Dr. It’s survival of the fit, only the strong survive.

Melissa Bouchard. Lisa, Bouchard.
57 Valley Crest Dr. Activities: Softball 9; Yearbook 11,12; West Bay Representative 11,12; West Bay Culinary Arts 11,12; RI VICA 11,12; Executive Board.
12. All you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be. Owner of Terrapin Station.

Kristy Boudeau. Rita.
31 Blackrock Road. Activities: Band 9; DECA 12. There's a thin line between love and hate. Secondary Education Teacher.

Stefanie Bowes. Stef.
245 South Main Street. Activities: Softball 9. There is nothing more painful than regret. Elementary Education Teacher.

Tracey Boyd. Tra.
865 Maple Valley Road. Activities: Track 9,10,12; Cheerleader-Football 10, Competition 10; Wrestling 10; National Honor Society 11,12 (advisory board). Seize each moment because tomorrow may be too late and regret is an unfilled dream. Pediatrician.

85 Blackrock Road. Activities: Soccer 9; Student Council 9,10; DECA 12. I was bewildered I pondered for an answer. Travel Agent.

17 Viola Street. Activities: Soccer 9; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain). A sight I adore on a basketball floor is wrestling mats from door to door. Corporate Executive.

Erica Budziak.
50 Hill Farm Camp Road. Activities: Softball 9,10; Social Committee 11,12; Reach Out 9,10. Thinking is the best way to travel. Accountant.

Kristina Buell. Buell.
1 Hoover Drive. Activities: DECA 12 (RI State Officer). Begin with the end in mind. Medical Secretary.

Amanda Burbank. Mandy. Burbank.
57 Whaley Hollow Road. Activities: Chorus 9,10,11,12; Softball 9; National Honor Society 11,12. It's only wrong if you get caught. Vet/Obstetrician.

Erie Burley. Erin.
6 Cherry Blossom Lane. If one of your friends gives you advise - Take it! Working on a farm.

Bryan Cadieux. Cadu.
2 Elmwood Court. Activities: Hockey 9,10,11,12; Golf 11,12; DECA 12. Professional um.

Rachel Cahoon.
687 Weaver Hill Road./ 2781 Harkney Hill Road. Activities: Class Treasurer 11,12; National Honor Society 11,12; Hugh O'Brien Nomin eee 10; Photo Club 12; Yearbook 12; Chorus 9,12; Cheerleader; JV Football 9, Soccer 10, Basketball 9,12 (captain). Competition 12.

Daniele Capwell. Danie.
35 Pilgrim Avenue. This is the world in which we grow and we will grow to hate you. Kindergarten art teacher.

Ryan Carnahan.

Karen Castenson. K.
9 Peach Tree Lane. Activities: Tennis 9,10,11, 12 (captain); Basketball 9,10,11,12; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Advisory Board 12. Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows. Veterinarian.

1 Woodland Avenue. Activities: Student Council 12; Newspaper 12. If you have to ask, you'll never know.

6 Trafalgar Park Dr. You always have time for a "Hi!". Anywhere but Honey Dew Donuts.

Jane Chamberlain. Jane'o.
1449 Plainfield Pike. Veterinarian.

David Charbonneau. Dave.
34 Hill Farm Camp Road. Computer programmer.

Lisa Charland.
21 Cynthia Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Interact 9,10; DECA 12. You must overcome your fears or your fears will over come you. Elementary Teacher.

Christopher Chilton. The Tick.
10 Yeaton Street. Activities: Journalism 11,12; Art Committee 12. If that's what they call normal then I'd rather be insane. Musician.

Richard Choquette. Splinter.

29 Columbia Ave. Activities: Football 9,10,11, 12 (captain). Success in life is knowing how to play the game. USMC.

Kelli Clarke. Clarke. Kell-I.
3 Montana Avenue. Activities: Vo-Tech Carpentry. Messed up people everywhere, but I ain't got time to care. Working with my big bro Gary.

Tommy Clarke. Tom.
18 Vanderbilt Terrace. Activities: National Honor Society 11,12; Student Council 11; Chemistry Team 11; Social Committee Advisory Board 12; Photography Club 11,12; Freshman Football (Captain); Volleyball 10,11,12 (Captain); Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain). These days, it's hard for me to find piece of mind--between insanity and sanity there is a thin line. USN Admiral.

553 Hill Farm Road. Activities: DECA 12. Life is tough and I like it. Business.

Whitney Colwell. Whit.
70 Lori Lane. Activities: Student Council 9; Soccer Cheerleader 10; Track 9,11,12; Cross Country 12. The best things in life aren't things. Physician Assistant.

Allison Cone. Allie Pookins.
57 Laurie Avenue. Activities: Student Council 12. Love can change the world, love can change your life; do what makes you happy, do what you know is right. Medical Technician/Pediatric Nurse.

Megan Conti.
30 Pond View Drive. It's all but a dream, when you and I are on a beam. Landscape Design Artist.

Jeffery Considine. Jeff.
40 Red Oak Drive. Don't live life to the fullest, you'll never get out alive. Lawyer.

Robert Corp. Corp. Big Daddy.
11 Clubhouse Road. Activities: Soccer 9; Football (Captain) 10,11,12; Track 10,11,12; Wrestling 11,12. Don't drink your wine until it's time. Aerospace.

Mindy Cote. Mindell.
14 Pettine Street. Be true to yourself and others. Registered Nurse/Surgical Technician.

Adrienne Cournoyer.
Bryan Cadieux hurriedly finishes his lunch. He has to get to the school store before they run out of cookies.

Rachel Cahoon smiles and says, "You’re kidding! School isn’t over yet."

---

**Keith Coutu.** 8 Cynthia Drive. Activities: Chemistry Team 10, 11; National Honor Society 11, 12; Math League 12; Photo Club 12.

**Christopher Covill.** Chris. 27 Silvermaple Drive. Activities: Football 9; Baseball 10.

**Amanda Cramer.** CRAMA. 980 Plainfield Pike. Activities: Radio Station WCVY 9; DECA 10, 11; Reach Out 12. Except what we cannot change, courage to change what we can.

**Elizabeth Creelman Liz.** 364 Williams Crossing Road. Do you pass judgement upon others for what you yourself do? Massage Therapist.

**Alison Creese.** Ali. 1165 Fish Hill Road. Activities: Student Council 9; DECA 12; Chorus 9; Select Choir 10, 11, 12. The clash of ideas is the sound of freedom. Psychiatrist.

**Clinton Crete.** Cliff, Clint. 20 Weeks Hill Road. Activities: Basketball 11, 12; Football 9; Student Council 12; School Newspaper 11 (Assistant Editor), 12 (Editor). Traunt move on some die just to live. Journalist/Sports Writer.

**Steven Croft.** Rosebud Stumpy. 30 Monroe Drive. Activities: J.V. Soccer 9; Track 10; VICA 11, 12; VICA State Official 12. Take my hand we’re off to never never land. Automotive Technician.

**Jonathan Cyr.** Jon-O. 1104 Jefferson Drive. Activities: Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12. Just open your eyes and realize, the way its always been. Chemical Engineer.

**Jessica Dauphinais.** Jessie. Peaches. 27 Rawlinson Drive. Activities: French Club 9, 10; Student Council 9; Track and Field 10, 11. Change is the only thing that is permanent. Millionaire.

**Peter Dawson.** Running Fool. 11 Red Oak Drive. Activities: Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Basketball 9, 10; Track 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); ROTC 9, 10, 12; Football 9. Run fast and you will get there sooner. State Cop.

**Meagan DeFedele.** Bird. 87 Wood Cove Drive. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Advisory Board 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10. Tap into your creativity and listen to your dreams. Social Worker/ Dance Instructor.

**Jennifer L. DiCarlo.** Jen. 16 Chandler Dr. Activities: Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Outdoor Track 11, 12; Indoor Track 12; Yearbook 9, 10; (Under-class editor) 11 (Junior Editor & Under-class Editor), 12 (Editor-in-chief); WCVY 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10; Math League 9, 10, 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 10, 11, 12; Chemistry Team 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, 12; Freshman Class Social Committee 9; AFJROTC 9, 10, 11 (Squadron Commander), 12 (Group Commander); KHAS 9, 10, 11 (President) 12; Drill Team 9, 10, 11, 12 (Exhibition Commander); Honor Guard 10, 11, 12; AFJROTC Summer Leadership School 12; USAFA Summer Scientific Seminar; French Club 9, 10; State Science Fair 9, 10, 11; National Honor Society 11, 12; All-State Band 9; Hugh O’Brian Nominee 10; Warwick Figure Skater, 9 years. If you don’t know what you are doing, make up something. Astronaut.

**Kristi DiCenzo.** 65 Shettra Ave. Activities: Cross Country 9, 10; Cheerleader: basketball 9, 11, soccer 10. Never lose hope for the best is yet to come; have no regrets; live in the moment. Accounting.

**Josh DiGregorio.** Ba Ba Booey. 26 Pettine St. We’re off to never, never land.

**Ernest DiMicco.** Ernie. P.O. Box 477. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11 Treasurer, 12; Student Council State President 12; Academic Decathlon 10, 11, 12; Math League 9, 10, 11, 12; Class President 9, 10; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 12; Social Committee Chairperson 12. We are judged not by what we carry with us, but by what we leave behind. Computer Engineer.


**Shawn Donnelly.** 24 Trafford Park Drive. Activities: National Honor Society 11, 12. Even when it hurts, we gotta stand for something. Comic Book Illustrator/Creator.

**Byron Dowling.** By. Tyron. 31 Hoxie Court. Activities: Football cheerleader, 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Competition cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain) yearbook 12; Softball, 9; National Honor Society, 11, 12; social committee chairperson 11. "Break the rules, stand apart, keep your head, go with your heart, the world is wide and anything...anything can happen." 

**Jeffrey Drake.** Doc. 26 Hancock Drive. Activities: DECA 12; Stockbroker.

**Megan Duffek.** 6 Deborah Avenue. Activities: West Bay Carpentry 11, 12. There’s a lot of stupid people in this world; don’t be one. To work with the elephants.

**Margaret Dunning.** 9 Kilton Lane. School Teacher.

**Shana Emmett.** 1702 Flat River Road. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12; Italian Club 10; National Honor Society 12. Remember my name. Fame! I’m gonna live forever. Performer.

**Kelly Fagan.** 6 Old Summit Road. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 11; Swimming 10. We are put on this earth not to judge; rather, to be judged. Flight Attendant.

**Tammi Falik.** Foke. 7 Lantern Lane. Activities: Voc-Tech Nursing 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. What comes around, goes around. Pediatric Nurse.

**Eto Falola.** Judge. 93 Maple Leaf Road. Activities: J.V. Soccer 10; Track 12. Accountant.

Josh DeGregorio studiously delineates the process of donating organs.

Kathy Arcoraci and Cathy Castenson ditch the books to head to lunch. Lunch is the most important time in a Senior’s day.

Bonnie Fisher. 53 Tiffany Rd. Activities: Track 9,10; Student Council 10; WC Vy 9,10,11,12. If you do things that make other people happy you’ll find you’ll be happy yourself. Paralegal.

Autumn Fiske. Aut. 7 South Street. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Jazz Singers 9,10,12; Chorus 9,10,12; Social Committee 9; Treasurer 10; Peer Mentor 12; French Club 9,10; Hugh O’Brian Winner 10; Varsity Revue 9,10,11,12; Chemistry Team 10; Science Fair 9,10; World of Life Club 10,11,12; Reach Out 12; National Honor Society 11,12; Flaggpole Prayer 11,12; All-State Chorus 9, Peer Tutoring 12. Look to Jesus, for he will always carry you through. Social Worker/Missionary.

Jamie Fogarty. Foge. 522 Weaver Hill Road. Activities: Softball 9; Student Council 9, 10,11; WC Vy 10,11,12 (Production Director); Class Secretary 11; Advisory Board 12; Jazz Singers 10,12; Chorus 9; Select Chorus 10,11,12; DECA 12 (Secretary). And he who forgets, will be destined to remember. Bouncer at Biron’s parties.

Elizabeth Franchina. Betsy. 11 Acacia Court. Activities: Track 9,10,11,12; Tennis 10; Student Council 9,10,11,12; Italian Club 9,10; French Club 10. As the twig is bent, so grows the tree. Physical Therapist.

Amey Fregeole. Freege. 446 Arnold Road. Activities: Cheerleader; Basketball 9; JV Soccer 9 (captain); Hockey 11,12; Wrestling 12, Football 12, Competition 12; Student Council 9; Secretary 9; Vice-President 10; Social Committee 11; Advisory Board 11; Track 10,11,12; Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10. Don’t care what people say, just follow your own way. Psychology Teacher.

Lisa M. Fuller. Lee-Lee. 90 Hamburger Road. What goes around, comes around.

Brian Gagnon. 664 Washington Street. There are humans and people, be a human. Machinist.

Richard Gagnon. Chard. 612 Twin Brook Lane. Activities: Track & Field 10. Life is a river. Trust in God, and it will flow smoothly. School Teacher.

Ryan Galitskie. Rye. 40 Herbert Street. I don’t understand.

Daryl Gast. 21 Mile Road. Activities: National Honor Society 11,12; Student Council 12; Track 12. Integrity is the path to success. Stray and you’ll be lost. Architectural Engineer.

Frank Gauvin. Bob. Activities: AFJROTC 9,10,11,12; Drill Team 9,10,11,12 (commander). If you are falling from a mountain, you might as well try to fly. Soldier.

James George. 122 Blackrock Road. Activities: Football 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Baseball 9,10,11,12; Social Committee 11,12. Dentist.

Robert Gibbons. 31 Lion Avenue. Activities: Special Olympics Basketball 9,10,11,12; Special Olympics Softball 9,10,11,12. It’s not over till it’s over. Restaurant Business.

Danielle Godin. Godin. 20 West View Drive. Activities: Cheerleader; JV Football 9, Basketball 9,10,11,12; Cross-Country 9,10; Cross-Country 11; Outdoor Track 10,11,12; Indoor Track 10,11,12; Ski Club 10,11; Varsity Tennis 12. I don’t know the key to success, but I do know the key to failure is trying to please everybody. Physical Therapist.

Jeff Goodwin. Goody. 102 Wood Cove Drive. Activities: Tennis 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Hockey 9,10,11,12 (Captain). As I stand on the beach, I slowly surrender to the child in me who can’t say good-bye. Doctor.


Marissa Gostomski. Ricca. 8 Deer Run Drive. Activities: Basketball 9,10,11; Softball 9,10; Tennis 11,12; Student Board of Review 9,10; DECA 12 (Vice-President). Be good to yourself when nobody else will. Entrepreneur.

Melissa Grover. Melis. Grover. 65 Leuba Road. Activities: Track 10; Student Council 11; Advisory Board 11; DECA 12 (Treasurer). Living is easy with closed eyes. Elementary Teacher.

Sean Hagerty. Hags. 10 Metro Drive. Activities: Volleyball 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Basketball 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Baseball 9,10,11,12. Fire fighter.

Evan Hall. 228 Camp Westwood Road. Activities: Football 9, Student Council 11,12. And I still haven’t found what I’m looking for.

April Hartley. 978 Tioque Avenue. Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re gonna get. Physical Therapy.

Joseph Hartman. Buddah. 107 Columbia Avenue. Activities: AFJROTC 9,10,11; West Bay Culinary Arts 11,12; VICA 11,12 (state Officer, Class Representative). Never opened myself this way, life is ours, we live it our way. Chef/Volunteer Firefighter.

Suzanne Hatton. Sne. 20 Anthony Street. Activities: WCVY 10,11; DECA 11,12. The most dangerous thing to do is stand still. Executive secretary.

April Hazard. Ape. 122 Wood Cove Drive. Activities: Track 10,11,12; Cross-Country 11,12; Indoor Track 11,12; Cheerleader; JV Football 9, Wrestling 10, Soccer 10. Only true friends are with you until the end. Social Service/ gerontology.


Herbert Hicks, Jr. Herbie. 301 Tioque Avenue. Activities: Student Council 11; Yearbook 11,12. If you are weird, wacky, or wild, you are okay by me. Zoologist/Chemist.

Melissa Holt. Toast. 95 Reservoir Road. Activities: Chorus 9,10,11,12; Track 10,11; Italian Club 9; Indoor Track 12. None of us can choose where we will love. Performer/Music Teacher.

Howard Hopkins, Ill. Howie. 3 Mulberry Court. Activities: Hockey 9,10,11,12. I’ll be gone before you really know what’s going on. Restaurant/Bar owner.

Nathan Horodysky. 27 Centennial Street. Activities: Student Council Art Committee 11,12 (Director); Math League 10,12; National Honor Society 12; Chemistry Team 11, Science Club 9,10. There is no better time than the best time to do it. Animator.

Holly Horta. 24 Colorado Street. Activities: DECA 12; Photography Club 11,12. Teacher/Photographer.

Jessica Hoxsie. Jess. 19 Rejane Street. Activities: Student Council Treasurer 9; Student Council 9,12; Vice-President 12; Photography Club 12 (Secretary); Dance 9,10,11,12. What’s meant to be will always find a way. Environmentalist/Dancer.
David Hughes. Huggies. P.O. Box 5036. Activities: National Honor Society 11,12; Yearbook 12; Soccer 9. I'd rather die while I'm living than live when I'm dead. Pharmacist.

John Hughes, Jr. Skippy, Diesel. 43 Wisteria Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11 (Vice President), 12 (President); Math League 9,10,11 (Copy-boy), 12 (Copy-boy); Art Committee 11,12; ROTC 10, 11 (Stan-Eval Officer), 12 (Group Vice Commander, KMAS President); National Honor Society 11,12; Color Guard 11,12; Academic Decathlon 11,12; Chemistry Team 10,11,12; Science Club 10; Track 10,11,12; Cross Country 11,12; Jazz Ensemble 9. I am that joke. Pilot.

Gina Inserra. Psycho. 74 Highwood Drive. Activities: Photography Club 11, 12 (Committee Organizer); DECA 11, 12 (Chapter & State Historian, Store Manager). We are all pretty bazaar, just some of us are better at hiding it. Photographer.

Jaclyn Jacques. The Wife. 150 Station Street. Expect the worst and hope for the best. Wife and a Mom.

Tanya Jankowski. Tee. 5 Hazard Street. Don't try to please me because it will not work. Mixing drinks in Billie-Jo's restaurant.

Tammie Jarvis, T.J. 6356 Flat River Road. Dreams are like glass, don't let yours shatter. Hairdresser.

Sara Kennedy. 150 Hammet Road. Activities: Cross Country 9, Track 9,10,11,12; Basketball Cheerleader 9; Social Committee 11,12; French Club 9,10; Yearbook 12; National Honor Society 11,12 (Advisory Board); National Scholastic Art Awards 9. Those who are strong know neither doubts nor hopes. Education.

Susannah Kenyon. Sue. 548 Tiogue Avenue.

Michelle Kiernan. Kiernan. 17 Alverno Road. Activities: Cross Country 9,10,11,12; Student Council 9; Track 9,10,12. Someday we'll find out what life really means. Elementary School Teacher.

Valerie Kirton. Val. 9 York Dr. Activities: French Club 9,10; Student Council 9,10,11; Photographic Club 12(Vice-President). If you put a supper dish up to your ear, you can hear the sound of a restaurant. Zoologist.

Jeffrey Klein. Jeff. 4 Dogwood Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Tennis 9,12; Social Committee 10,11; Advisory Board 12. Procrastination is the key to success.

Kelli Knight. Knight. 2571 Flat River Road. Activities: Soccer 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Basketball 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Reach Out 12. Individuality comes naturally. Special Education.

Adrienne LaBranche. 19 Daniel Drive. Activities: Cross Country 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Track 9,10,11,12; DECA 12; Student Council 9. Earth laughs in flowers. Horticulturist.

Billie-Jo Lagerstrom. Billie. 64 Mohawk Street. Activities: Softball (J.V. & Varsity). Be yourself, don't be someone your not! Chef & to own my own restaurant.

Timothy J. Lambert. 8B Morin St. Don't worry about it! Machinist.

Jason LaPearl. 30 Meeting St. Computer Technician.

Greg Lautieri. 54 Princetown Ave. Sports Analyst.

Amy Lavoie. Aim. 32 Ferncrest Ave. Social Worker.

Kimberly Lefebvre. Kim/Weebie. 16 West View Drive. Activities: Track 9, 10, 12. Maybe the dingo ate your baby. Microbiologist.


Eric Levesque. Eric. 1204 Town Farm Road. Activities: Varsity Softball 9,10,11,12; Basketball 9 (J.V.) 10,11,12; Tennis (Varsity) 11,12; Mentor Program 12. Love, love and laugh. Elementary School Teacher.


Melissa Long. Louis. 63 Helen Avenue. Activities: French Club 9,10; Track 10,11,12; Student Council 11,12 (Executive Board). No sir, we are not relations. Lawyer.

Jay Longley. 14 Lawnwood Road. Do it up 'cause you only live once.

Heather Luchka. Heath. 12 Acacia Court. Activities: Student Council 9,10; French Club 9,10. When we leave school, don't leave your friends behind. Nurse.

Christine Maguire. Stine. 38 Lowell Street. Activities: Student Council 9, 10,12; Class Advisory board 10; Track 10. If by chance or circumstance, we should fail don't be sad.

David Marino. 1895 Victory Highway. Working at West Valley Inn.

Kevin Marsh. Mash, Pepek, G. 31 Lydia Road. Activities: Hockey 9; JV Tennis 9; Drill Team 10, 11 (Commander); 12 (Squad Regulation Commander, Inspection Commander, Color Guard Commander); ROTC 9 (Recruiting Officer), 10 (Resource Manager), 11 (Drill Team Commander, Group Vice Commander), 12 (Squad Commander). And in our world, a heart of darkness, a fire zone. Where poets speak their hearts, then bleed for it. Pilot.

Paul Marsocci, Jr. Paulie. 490 Lewis Farm Road. I don't know everything, but everything I don't know is not worth knowing in the first place. Commanding Spaceball One.
Jen Andrews is about to pull a rabbit out of her locker. Those tricky seniors can fool anybody.

Another psych class analyzes the whims and characteristics of the Senior. Good luck!

Debra McCallum. Bebs. 36 Elton Street. Activities: French Club 9,10; Track 9,10,11. You are my sunshine, my only sunshine.

Shawn McDowell. 16 White Pine Road. Anything in life that makes you smile is worth while. Entrepreneur.

Amy McGreevy. ASHAY, Florida Girl. 125 Arnold Road. Activities: Environmental Resources 11; Culinary Arts 12. Whatever you can do, or believe you can, begin it. Animal Rehabilitation or Vet.

Erin Meenagh. Meena. 76 Knotty Oak Road. Activities: Cross Country 9,10,11; Track & Field 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Indoor Track 12; Tennis 12; Student Council 10,11,12. Memories are what make friendships everlasting. Owner of a llama Farm.

Christina Miller. Miller, Tina, Susan. 33 York Drive. Activities: Reach Out 9,10; Jazz Signers 9, 10, 12 (Student Council Rep); Student Council 9,10,11,12; WCVY 10; Sophomore Advisory Board 10; Junior Advisory Board 11; Italian/ Spanish 9,10; Student Council Rep); Chemistry Team 11,12. The difference in a moment can last can last for all time. Chemical Engineer/Teacher.

Destiny Mills. Des. 5 Rosewood Court. Activities: Soccer 9; Culinary Arts 11,12. There is a world out there worth living. Restaurant Management.

Laura Mitchell. Mitch. 34 Princeton Avenue. Activities: Track 9; French 9,10. There and here, here and there, there are funny things everywhere. Teacher.

Melanie Moffit. Mel. 92 Meadowbrook Farm Road. Activities: Sports Spirit 9,10,11; Special Olympics 9,10,11; Wristwatch 9,10,11; Reach Out 10,11,12. Teacher.

JoAnne Montalbano. JoAnne Banana. 89 Wisteria Drive. Activities: Track 9,10,11,12; Indoor Track 10,11,12; Cross Country 11; Class Officer 10; Photography Club 12; Advisory Board 12. Life is meant to be lived and curiosity must be kept alive. One must never, for whatever reason, turn their back on life. Virologist.

Christina Moore. Chris. 10 Sunapee Court. Activities: Varsity Hockey 9,10,11,12; Cross Country 11,12; Photography 12; JV Tennis 9, Varsity Tennis 10,11,12; Senior Advisory Board 12; Yearbook Club 12. Your word is who you are. History Teacher.

Wendy Morgan. 1787 Plainfield Pike. Let the sun rain fall and dewy clouds enfold you. Social Worker.

Meredith Murdock. Mal. 83 Wisteria Drive. Lawyer.

Angela Musco. 3346 Flat River Road. Activities: Student Council 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 10; Band 9; National Honor Society 11,12; Your change can make all the difference in the world. Elementary School Teacher.


Holly Osberg. Holland. 192 Hammert Road. Activities: Voc Tech 11,12; VICA 11,12; Chorus 9. All you need is love, Love is all you need. Dolphin trainer.

Marissa Ozel. 34 Circle Drive. Activities: Cross County 10,12; DECA 11,12; Track 11,12. There's nothing you can know that isn't known. Nothing you can see that isn't shown. Nowhere you can be, that isn't where you're meant to be, it's easy. Business.

Vanessa Palardy. Ness, Nessabell. 7 Wildwood Street. Activities: VICA 11,12; Nursing Assistant 11,12. Don't ever start something you can't finish. Midwife.

Jami-llyn Pardee. Jame. 27 Creighton Place. The more you live, the less you die. Executive Assistant.


John Petit. 84 New London Avenue. Activities: Special Olympic Softball 9,10,11,12; Special Olympic Soccer 11,12; Special Olympic Floor Hockey 10,11,12; Special Olympic Track 9,10,11,12. Cya lata dude. Business man.

Rebecca Petrangolo. Beck. 26 Sheffield Avenue. Activities: French Club 9,10; Track 9,10; DECA 12. Friendships come and go, but true friends are never forgotten. Helping others.

Suzanne Petracca. Sue. 5 Rosella Street. Activities: Cheerleader Varsity Basketball 9; Italian Club 10; DECA 12.

Stephan Piaick. Steve. 110 Pilgrim Avenue. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10, 11, 12; Special Olympics 9, 10, 11, 12; Fitness Through Friendship 10. Love is everything.

Matthew Picotte. Matt. 20 Centennial Street. Activities: Hockey 9,10,11,12; Tennis 9,10,11,12. There is always more spirit in attack than defense. FBI Agent.

Justin Pimentel. Achilles. 42 Hope Furnace Road. Activities: Cross Country 11; Tennis 9,10,11,12; DECA 12 (Store Manager). Sometimes truth is stranger than fiction. Business Administration/ Entrepreneur.

Donald Poirier. D.J. 31 Black walnut Drive. Activities: Hockey 9,10,11,12; Tennis 9,10,11,12. Student Council 9,10,11,12. Life is a journey. Enjoy the ride. Teacher.

Kelly Pretto. Pretzel. 17 Thompson Drive. Activities: Varsity Cheerleader 9,10; Student Council 9; Social Committee 9,10; Advisory Board 11,12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Yearbook Staff 12; National Honor Society 11,12. Tomorrow may never come and yesterday is no more than a memory so live for the moment. Pharmacist.

Gary Puckett. Puckett. 6 Laurie Avenue. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). Don't sweat the small stuff.

Daielle Rainha. Dee. 7 LaBrea Way. Activities: Student Council 9,10; Social Committee 9,10; Competition Cheerleader 9,10; Reach Out Volunteer 10; Track 9,10; DECA 12; Phot Club 12. For long you live, And high you fly, And smiles you give, And tears you cry, And all you touch, And all you see, is all your life will ever be. Business.

Nicolette Ricci. 6144 Flat River Road. Activities: DECA 12. Life is a journey...ride. Business Management.

Jennifer Richer. 5161 Flat River Road. Activities: Soccer 9,10,11; DECA 11,12. Die living, don't live dying. Medical Secretary.
Joseph Elementary school

Desiree Rojas. Ben.
26 Petrine Street. Activities: Photo club 12. Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds -William Shakespeare. Physical Therapy.

Suzanne Romano. Sue.
12 Red Oak Drive. Activities: Student Council 10; Advisory Board 11,12; Honor Guard 11. I like it. I like it a lot. Pharmacist.

Activities: VICA, Printing Graphics 11,12. You can't control what fate has for you, but you can make the best of what it brings. Wildlife film maker.

Michelle Ruggieri.
6 Driftwood Drive. Limits were made to be broken. Sports medicine.

Michael Saenko. Top.
232 Blackrock Road. Activities: ROTC 9,10,11,12; Drill Team 9,10,11,12; Color Guard 11,12; WCVY 10,11,12; Band 9,10. Heaven cannot support two suns, nor earth two masters; This world I shall conquer. Intelligence Operative.

Nick Sanderson. Mike T.V.
45 East Shore Drive. Activities: West Bay Culinary Arts 11,12; VICA 11,12. Chef.

Peter Santoro. Pete.
15 Larchmont Drive. It's time to move on, it's time to get 'gin'. Accountant.

Veronica Schenk. Toots.
75 Lakeside Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10; Special Olympics Basketball 9,10,11,12; Softball 9, 10, 11,12; Track and Field 9,10,11,12. A smile costs a little, but says much. Secretarial.

Niessen Schiller. Niessen.
356 Waterman Hill Road. Activities: DECA 10; VICA 11,12; West Bay Graphic Arts 11,12. What we call human nature in actuality is human habit. Veterinarian.

Erin Schleif.
42 York Drive. Power perceived is power achieve.

Melissa Schmitt. Schmitty.
13 Peachtree Lane. Activities: Student Council 9,10. The world is full of psychos. I swear it is. Teacher of Culinary Arts.

Kelley Schwartz. Kell.
12 Noelia Avenue. Activities: Softball 9,10; Photo Club 12 (Treasurer.) Be bold! Color outside the lines, but anyway... Studio Artist.

Fred Senerchia. The Boss.
32 Coventry Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Cross Country 10,11; Track 10. It's not important to fit in, the trick is not to stand out. Psychiatrist.

Heather Shibley. Shib.
31 Wesleyan Avenue. Activities: Basketball 9,10,11,12 (captain) ; Softball 9,10,12; Soccer 9,10,11,12 (captain); Yearbook 12; Social Committee 9,10,11; Advisory Board 12; National Honor Society 12 (vice president); Wendy's Heisman High School Nominee 12. Alright, call me a tomboy. Tomboys win championships. Tomboys can fly. Oh, and tomboys aren't boys. Orthopedic Surgeon.

21 Cynthia Drive. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Photo Club 9,10; Interact 9,10,11; Spanish Club 10. Kick me, I'm a moron. Broadway Star or a Veterinarian.

Corey Silva.

Erin Simmons. Red.
29 Black Walnut Drive. Where is Fancy Bread? In the heart or in the head? Artist/Writer.

Barbara Simonelli. Bob/Babs.
35 Clark Mill. Activities: Italian Club 10; Track and Field 11,12. Never stop dreaming boy, 'cause when you stop dreaming it's time to die. Occupational therapist.

Dan Simpson. O.J.
42 Phillip Street. Activities: Football. Yes Chris, I did see that duck. Sound Technician.

Sandra Simpson. Sandy.
58 Helen Avenue. Activities: West Bay Printing 11,12; Student Council 10,11,12; Oaekettes (captain) 11,12; Yearbook 12. You never know what you have until it's gone. Graphic Design.

9 Cove Road. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Mentor 12; Interact 9,10; DECA 12. Make a difference. Teacher.

Laura Smith. Smitty.
390 Lewis Farm Road. Activities: Cross Country 10; Track 10,11,12; DECA 11,12. Just what you want to be you will be in the end. Special Education Teacher.

Kristie Soscia. Sosc, Kris.
1 Doric Court. Activities: Track and field 9,10,11,12; Cross Country 11,12; Cheerleader 9,10; Student Council 10,12; French Club 10; Photography Club 12; Advisory Board 10,11,12. The memory of a friend's smile will last a while. Social Worker.

Danielle St. Amand.
950 Whaley Hollow Road. Activities: Cheerleader; JV Football 9, V Football 9,10,11, Competition 9,10, (captain) Wrestling 9,10,11; Track 9,10,11,12, peer mentor program 12. The waiting is the hardest part. Speech Therapist.

Jeff Stevens. B.O.B.
6 Eleanor Drive. Activities: Cross Country 10, 11, 12 (Co-captain). The coconut truly is the fruit of life. Undecided.

Nat Syarah. Nati S.
25 Wood Street. Activities: West Bay Environmental Resources 11,12. The world meets nobody half way unless you make it possible. Illustrator for Disney.

Audra Tellier. Melvin.
41 Hill Street. Activities: Journalism 12; Mascot 12; French Club 9, 10 (Vice-President); Assistant Treasurer 11; Social Committee 11; Assistant Direc-
Amy McGreevey says, “You know, I think I just made the best dessert ever invented.”

Michaela Wadbrook and her friend take a moment out of psych class to pose for the camera.

Kristina May Triggs. Triggs. 35 Indian Trail. Activities: Student Council 9,10; French Club 9,10. Stupid is as stupid does. Nurse.

Jessica Trombley. Jessaball/VT. 5 Lucille Street. Activities: DECA 9; VICA 11,12; West Bay Nursing 11,12. Don't be afraid to go for what you want. RN & Surgical Technician.


Robert Tuminelli. Tum. 225 Arnold Road. Activities: Student Council 11. In the next four years have fun, for then comes work. Chemical Engineer.

Brian Turgeon. Turge, Hector. 1 Pettine Street. To defy the laws of tradition is a crusade only of the brave. Electrical Engineer.

Jaime Vadovsky. The tick. 1884 Flat River Road. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Nursing 11, 12. Sometimes the bad ones aren't always what they seem to be. Registered Nurse.

Peter Valois. Pete. 40 Whitman Road. Activities: Student Council Art Committee 11, 12; Treas.; National Honor Society 11, 12. Things are more like they are now then they have ever been before. Fishmonger.

David Verducci. 10 Cynthia Drive. Activities: French Club 9,10; Student Council 9,10; Phys. Ed. 11,12. Man can't live on bread alone, he needs good wine and a warm woman. Something in the vast field of psychology.

Andrea M. Verrier. Ange. 8 Grant Drive. Activities: Vo-Tech 11,12; Printing. Where ever you go, whatever you do, my love will always follow you.

Beth Very. Very. Very. 34 Greenhouse Road. Activities: JV soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10; Student Council Rep.; Advisory Board 12; Photography club 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Journalism 12. People who talk about other people are insecure themselves. Child psychologist.

Michaela Wadbrook. Kayla, Blondie. 22 Circle Wood Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11; School newspaper 11. If you never talk to strangers, you won't make any friends. Lifeguard groupie.


Lee Walsh. 587 Williams Crossing Road. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9,10,11,12 (Captain).
Ernie DiMicco shows off his extra special pocket periodic table. No chemistry student will ever be caught without one. You never know when someone will ask you for the molecular mass of tellerium.

Ann-Marie Walsh is forced to sit through a boring English lecture. Looks like they have a lot of pages left to go.

David Doucette smiles at his paper. I guess he got an “A.”

Chrissy AJ visits her locker between
Heidi Bedard, Stacy Ambrose, Neil Corse, and Mike Beagan take a break during passing time.

Steph Morin gathers her stuff together after school.

Lisa Charland and Kelly Levesque concentrate on the classwork at hand.

Aaron Watson gives Mrs. Sullivan a blank stare when she asks for his lab.
Ten Years Down the Road

Melissa Adel - I couldn't tell you.
Stacey Ambrose - at the pond with Kelli, Mike, Dan & Jake.
David Anctil - still dragging through the woods with Joe.
Jill Anderson - still complaining.
Jennifer Andrews - married to someone, somewhere.
Michael Angel - with Chrissy in my BMW driving on the beach.
Melissa Antonaccio - with Melissa G. & Danielle R.
Kathleen Arcoraci - still wearing pajamas.
Randy Arel - the winningest player in history.
Jillian Argall - still trying to prove my innocence to the guys.
Jared Arnold - somewhere between point A and point B.
Amanda Ascione - in Danielle's casino with the gang.
Lauren Aubin - still hanging out with Jess and Erin.
Kimberly Aversa - away from here.
Christina Ayliffe-Jessup - still on operation starfish.
Timothy Bailey - still on a roller coaster relationship with Meagan.
Lisa Barry - married to Philip.
Scott Bear - kick it in Cali.
Melyssa Beaudry - in therapy.
Heidi Bedard - waiting for Heath C. to call me about the trip.
Christine Benitez - hanging out with Lisa and Bert.
Jennifer Berk - doing stand up & hanging with Barry.
Robert Bickford III - a memory to some, a friend to all.
Matthew Bisiski - starting a new life of my own.
Marc Biron - still at my house.
Melissa Bouchard - confused and shaken in my bones.
Kristy Bourdeau - still convincing people my name is not Rita.
Stefanie Bowers - living happily in Key West.
Tracey Boyd - still procrastinating.
Kristy Brunette - still hanging on the beach with Jay-Tee.
Stephan Bucacci - still looking for a ride to the beach.
Kristina Buell - happily married and in full time service.
Amanda Burbank - married to Mr. Bamford.
Erin Burley - married to a nice guy.
Bryan Cadieux - by the pool with my rich wife.
Rachel Cahoon - driving down memory lane in my green Prelude.
Areli Calzada - laying on the beach in Mexico.
Heather Cambell - still meaning to call.
Danielle Capwell - yelling at Jesse to get off the computer.
Ryan Carnahan - serving my country in the Navy.
Karen Castenson - still trying to save the cows.
Joseph Celani - attending Sue's next Hollywood movie premiere.
Karen Chadwick - unmarried and happy, I'm not.
Jane Chamberlain - married with two kids.
David Charbonneau - don't know.
Lisa Charland - loud and outgoing.
Chris Chilton - owing the government money.
Kelli Clarke - at the pond with my friends.
Jeremy Colozzo - I don't know.
Whitney Colwell - happily married with a successful career.
Allison Cone - married with children.
Robbert Corp - sitting somewhere.
Mondy Cote - married to Jay Conway.
Adrienne Cournoyer - married, rich, and designing clothes.
Keith Coutu - living the good life.

Christopher Covil - still totally confused.
Amanda Cramer - with Tom & still eating poptarts for breakfast.
Elizabeth Creelman - relaxing in my hot tub in my massage shop.
Clinton Crete - going to any sporting event for free.
Steven Croft - married with children.
Jonathan Cyr - dangling on the threshold of a dream.
Jessica Dauphinais - still attempting to make it through the woods.
Peter Dawson - married and happy.
Meagan DeFedele - paying for Tim, still.
Jennifer DiCarlo - youngest colonel to jump out of a good airplane.
Josh DiGregorio - very far away from here.
Danielle DiPetrillo - married with one kid, enjoying my life.
Shawn Donnelly - creator of a comic character as big a Batman.
Megan Duffek - somewhere with Pete.
Margaret Dunning - in Florida enjoying summer all year long.
Shana Emmett - on Broadway.
Kelly Fagan - still be a Summit girl.
Tammi Falk - still being kicked out.
Eto Faiola - playing hockey and doing flips.
Amber Finlay - doing alright.
Bonnie Fisher - still attempting to run through the woods with Jess.
Autumn Fiske - sharing the gospel in a faraway land.
Jamie Fogarty -look for Mr. Right but flirting with Mr. Wrong.
Elizabeth Franchina - circling the globe in my yacht with Kevin.
Amey Fregeolle - 26 and still complaining.
Lisa Fuller - married to Jay.
Brian Gagnon - living.
Ryan Galitskie - hopefully, more mature, or not.
Daryl Gast - taller, wiser and full of useless knowledge.
Frank Gauvin - in the mud.
James George - still showing up late.
Robert Gibbons - Red Sox manager.
Danielle Godin - still stressing out.
Jeff Goodwin - still trying to graduate from URI.
Tabitha Gosselin - married to George Sanford with three children.
Marissa Gostomski - 27, not in RI and with the man I love.
Melissa Grove - still visiting with Melissa.
Sean Hagerty - who cares?
Evan Hall - 27.
April Hartley - happily married.
Joseph Hartman - still cooking and trying to catch the biggest fish.
Suzanne Hatton - living in London with my British husband.
April Hazard - married to John.
Jason Heath - still raising heck with Fred and Dave.
Herbert Hicks - living in a mansion with lots of money.
Melissa Holt - at Danielle's casino on Misquamicut Beach.
Howard Hopkins III - in Colorado with the clique.
Nathan Horodysky - crusing with John.
Jessica Hoxie - saving the whales with Byron.
David Hughes - arguing.
John Hughes, Jr. - crusing for girls in the Jetta.
Gina Inserra - having more nervous breakdowns.
Jaclyn Jacques - happily married to Justin with two kids.
Tanya Jankowski - bailing Nicoli out of jail.
Tammie Jarvis - married and happy.
Sara Kennedy - still complaining and fighting with all the guys.
Susannah Kenyon - a famous actress & happily married to Keany.
Michelle Kiernan - I'll still be flirting.
Valerie Kurton - with Darren watching Audra on Saturday Night Live.
Jeffrey Klein - ten years younger?
Kelli Knight - living with my mother.
Adrienne LaBranche - gardening with Bob Vila.
Billie-Jo Lagerstrom - supporting Tanya Jankowski.
Timothy Lambert - owning my own machine shop.
Jason LaPearl - rich.
Greg Lautieri - broadcasting the Stanley Cup.
Kimberly Lefebvre - sill making fun of Adrienne's Bob Vila obsession.
Jennifer Legault - 27, finished with law school & still in love with Jesse.
Eric Levesque - still best friends with Herbert Hicks & playing cards.
Kelly Levesque - laughing with Karen and Emily.
Jennifer Lindley - married to Billy with one kid.
Melissa Long - still trying to find my way out of study with Stine.
Jay Longley - making the London bridges fall.
Heather Luchka - setting free all captive frogs in science labs.
Christine Maquire - still searching for a way out of study with Melissa.
David Marino - hanging out at Mark's house.
Kevin Marsh - at J.D.'s watching TV.
Paul Marsocci, Jr. - jumping up and down.
Debra McCallum - trying to find Melissa and Stine.
Shawn McDonnell - in the money.
Amy McGreevy - basking in the Florida sun.
Erin Meenagh - making more memories.
Christina Miller - still trying to find my way through the fog.
Destiny Mills - taking care of my son, Tyler, and still stressing.
Laura Mitchell - running through Bonnie's woods.
Melanie Moffit - be in college.
JoAnne Montalbano - still getting lost with Kristie.
Christian Moore - on a crusade fighting stupidity.
Wendy Morgan - lost in a day dream.
Merelise Murdock - partying at the point.
Danielle Nagy - operating RI's only casino on Misquamicut Beach.
Samantha Nierva - married to Joshua DiGregorio with two kids.
Michelle Ruggieri - rich and married to a famous hockey player.
Michael Saenko - divising military government cover ups.
Nick Sanderson - a chef in some back woods resturant.
Peter Santoro - I'll be 28.
Veronica Schenk - happy and independent.
Niessin Schiller - trying to remember my days at CHS & West Bay.
Erin Schief - living, laughing and loving.
Melissa Schmitt - picking up Brian & Mort on the highway.
Kelley Schwartz - still laughing at the same Taco Bell crew.
Fred Senerchia - still fighting with Matt.
Heather Shibley - still bashing fishsticks.
Brendy Silva - truckin to Broadway with Mortimer.
Corey Silva - getting a tan on the USS Forrestal flight deck.
Eric Simmons - the next Michaelangelo.
Barbara Simonelli - just kidding.
Daniel Simpson - in the 12th grade.
Sandra Simpson - trying to convince people I'm not Ann's sister.
Jennifer Smeal - waiting to grow.
Laura Smith - owner of the Summit General Store.
Kristie Soscia - still trying to be on time & getting lost with JoAnne.
Danielle St. Amand - still be a Summit girl.
Jeffrey Stevens - 28, married, and rich.
Nat Syarath - chillin in Mexico in a boat house.
Audra Tellier - on Saturday Night Live.
Michaela Thompson - raising a family of Smurfs.
Jeremy Tonet - active in D.C.
Matt Trabucco - a fat guy in a little coat.
Kristina Triggs - married to Vinnie with two kids.
Jessica Trombley - working hard & still having problems with Joe.
Jennifer Tuchon - still hanging at the beach with Kay-Bee.
Robert Tumminelli - president of the Hair Club for men.
Brian Turgeon - trying to think of something funny to put in here.
Jaime Vadovsky - sharing a cell with Mookie.
Peter Valois - piloting the ship of life through the seas of time.
David Verducci - at McDonalds with Fred and Jay.
Andrea Verrier - still with Dennis.
Beth Very - still smiling.
Michaela Wadbrook - still getting lost on the way to Misquamicut.
Thomas Walker - sailing the seas of cheese.
Ann-Marie Walsh -trying to convince people I'm not Sandys sister.
Alicia Ward - married to Jim Greeley & gossiping with Sue.
Aaron Watson - on the outside looking in.
Christopher Watson - a farmer.
Ryan Webb - still trying to keep.
Heather Whitford - probably still short and clueless.
Audra Wisnieski - still waiting on big, hairy truck drivers.
Michelle Wolf - married.
Vanessa Zecchin - waiting for someone else to understand.
Finally, we're halfway there. In just two short years the Class of 1998 will be done with high school. But there is so much to do before then. Junior year is jam-packed with activities and fun. As the rest of our friends get their driver's licenses, our social lives take a big jump for the better; however, we find that there is very little time because junior year is one of the busiest academic years in high school. Mr. Pike and Mrs. Murphy keep us busy with wars and discoveries, we enjoy Melville and Twain, and a bunch of other American authors, and we have to suffer through SAT's and the beginnings of college applications. There are upsides to being a junior. At long last we get to attend the coveted Junior-Senior Winter Formal and go to our Junior Prom, both experiences we will never forget. Better yet, we go to Class Day and with a quick ceremony become Seniors. Yes, Junior year is a good year. It's a year of many twists and turns in the road. If you don't keep up with the fast pace, you're likely to be left behind. Only the strong will survive. It's a long haul, but the downhill is right around that last bend.
Ryan Hollis was elected as president of the Class of '99. It will be his task to guide them during the all-important Junior year.

Social Committee: Joe Roch, Ashley Herbert, Jenn Barrett, Julie Calderone, Melanie Carr, Nicole DeLaire, Julie Doucette, Melissa Turilli and Marina Balasco.

Class Officers: Kristie McCoy, Vice-President; Brian Ranney, Treasurer; and Kristen Fogarty, Secretary.

Advisory Board: Katie Benoit, Stacey Behan Barlow, Amy Barlow, and Megan Galeota.
Sara Mutter asks, "Who me? Bored? Never happens!"

Nick Foehner contemplates the meaning of life.

Jen Gasior and Amy Laboisonniere don their rubber gloves to mix a formula guaranteed to cure everyone from homework.

Stacie Burton
Meghan Butts
Giovan Calapai
Jessica Calcagni
Julie Calderone
Lori-Jo Calise

Gina Caprio
David Caramiciu
Eric Caramiciu
Melanie Carr
Michael Cashman
Jeffery Cate

Michael Cersosimo II
Alaina Chabot
Nicole Chabot
Stephanie Chandler
Stephanie Chapdelaine
Judi Chase
Morgan Houck is just too cute for words.

Kristen and Ashley complete for the best smile of the year award.

After getting caught writing on a desk, Mark Pontarelli’s punishment was to lick it clean.
Mrs. Collins helps Mike New get ready for his science project.

Kelly McAtee laughs as she plunges the syringe into the cloth for the tie dyeing experiment.

Shawn Gilheeney contemplates the effects of dextroamphetamine on laboratory rats.

Stephanie Crute
Chad Cummiskey
Heather Curley
Christine D'Abrosca
Randy Dalton
Candice Danis

Christopher Davis
Amy DeGraide
Vincent DeJesus
Nicole Delaire
Julie Delbarone
Shannon Delfino

Ray Demers
Hannah Deming
Crystal Desrosiers
Keri Dillard
Kelli DiPetrillo
Christina Dixon
Fernando gives a quick smile during his busy schedule of flirting, the chemistry work can wait.

Joey Roch and Company flash their pearly whites at the pep rally before the annual Thanksgiving game against West Warwick.

Stacey Burton gives the evil eye at the mention of mole to mole ratios. Sorry Stacey, there’s no way out.

Kelley Gleason
Adam Gliottone
Rebecca Gliottone
Brian Goffe
Kimberly Golden
Christie Gorton

Alicia Goshorn
Keith Goward
John Gregory
Sarah Groleau
Peter Guastini
Erin Guindon

Christina Guy
Trevor Hall
Jessica Hames
Donna Handy
Julianne Hankins
Michael Harper
Allen Peabody is handling an unidentified object during a lab. No, it's not edible!

Kristen Pope is always ready for some publicity. Supermodel!

Yet another junior slowly doses off in history class. Probably due to long, in-depth lectures.

Jamie Harrtinton
Rachel Hartly
Christopher Haskell
Andrew Hayes
Ashly Hebert
Jessica Hebert

Shaun Hennessey
Asher Hilton
Jason Hodge
Ryan Hollis
Jacqueline Horibogen
Jeremy Houck

Michael Howard
Christopher Iaci
Christine Illiano
Darrin Jacques
Melinda Jeff
David Jeranian
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Amy Barlow shows her excitement after receiving a good grade on Mr. Pike's quiz.

Stephanie Dugas looks over her copious notes, to make sure they are complete.

Jerome Musco should pay more attention to the class, rather than the camera.

Heidi Johnson
Philip Kennedy
Rebecca Klein
Shannon Kreckel
Michael Krupa
Frank Kuras

Amy Laboisonniere
Angela Lagerstrom
Jeanne Lamontagne
Jeffrey Langmaid
Kathryn Lapinski
Jason Laramee

Dustin Lautiere
Lynn Lavoie
Nicole Lavoie
Rebecca Lavoie
Briget Law
Brian Lemay
Adam Macko pays close attention to his history class.

Kevin Neary thinks to himself, what are we talking about now?

Nicole Lavoie & Kassy Lynch do their best to hide their note.
Marina Balasco smiles proudly at her homework.

Tom Mulligan ponders to himself, “Another miserable class?”

Christina Illiano starts her day with a chipper, bushy-tailed, bright-eyed smile.
The pressures of the Junior year take their toll on the students. Making career choices, taking SAT's, selecting colleges to apply to, cause wear and tear and make the year seem endless. Look at what this stress has done to your fellow classmates. Tara Renfrew's clutching of her hand indicates her stress. John Gregory has just been overcome with work and responsibilities. Sarah Groleau is clutching that pen and can't relax. Just kidding, everyone.
Have you noticed how your classmates cope with the normal stress of the classroom. Each student has their own special coping mechanism, from silence to extreme hyperactivity. Beth Dlugos smiles while holding on to her lollipop. Jessica Lux blocks out all distractions and concentrates on completing the task confronting her. David Fish uses his pen as a divider between what is essential and non-essential, while gesturing with his other hand for help.
Greg Fecteau says what are you staring at? Cheshire Bate smiles happily during history class waiting for the bell to ring. Lisa Lutraio laughs at a joke her teacher tells. Rachel Hartley says in agony, I have a headache. Adam Macks smiles hoping his teacher won't call on him.
Camera Shy

David Archibald
Ronald Arver
Scott Bamford
David Bejbl
Thomas Butts
Joe Anthony Calise
Stephanie Card
Jessica Carr
Lynn Carr
David Cherno
Michael Cimini
Robert Cimini
Glenn Cleveland
Matthew Cole
Michael Collins
Jennifer Collins
Jesse Correia
Kettie Cote
Meredeth Courtney
William Cramer
Matthew DeGrade
Andrew DeGregory
Michael DeLauro
Brian DelSesto
Jason Derrick
Andrea Dorsi
Annie Driscoll
Stefani Dugas
Erik Eccleston
Michael Fagan
Andrea Fallon
Nicholas Fiocchi
George Flint, Jr.
Leon Folcarelli
Michael Hamelin
Mark Keenan
Mandy Kelley
Michael Kettle
Larry Kibbey
Ryan King
Kerri-Lynn Kirchmeyer
Mason Lake
Julie Lang
Michael Lapinski
Rebecca Larocque
Jason Larose
Robert Leander
Adam Legein
Robert Lemoine
Jennifer Lindley
Nathan Lowe
Steven Magnanti
Jesse Marsella
Shane Martin
James Matteson
Michael McCoy
Timothy McKenna
Destiny Mills
Jonathan Moran
Timoth Moran
Lance Morris
Shannon Niles
Jennifer Nobrega
Gretchen Olson
Michael Otten
Vanessa Paldy
Allen Peabody
Joshua Pepin
Joseph Perez
Keith Peterson
Antonio Petrarcha
Monique Plante
Mark Pontarelli
Justin Pope
Kristen Pope
Eric Potter
Richard Proulx, Jr.
Elizabeth Raboin
Santiago Ramos
Rebecca Ray
Christine Sauco
Daniel Simpson
Justin Smith
Shaun Stastowski
Nicholas Tetreault
Jessica Trombley
Joseph Tully
Jon Vannostrand
Tarissa Vililla
Christopher Zubee

Aram Tessier
Katie Thomas
Angela Towne
Thomas Travers
Brian Turbitt
Melissa Turilli

Suzanne Upton
Tony Vigneau
Jorge Villar
Scott Waldeck
Kellie Warren
Leah Watson

Rebekah Westgate
Everett Whitman
Vanessa Wiggs
Melanie Zablocki
Michael Zoraian
Joseph Roch
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The Sophomore is a student in the middle. Sophomores no longer have to hear the upper classman say "Freshmen!!" with an attitude. Also, a Sophomore gains some maturity, but is still not completely ready for the future. A Sophomore has several "responsibilities" - to become more independent and self-aware, to develop into a young adult of the 90's, to gain the respect of faculty and peers and to develop an understanding of the needs of the society. A Sophomore is still interested in having fun. The class of 1999, the last graduating class of the century, sponsored the lock-in dance and the Sophomore semiformal at Evelyn's Villa. These events help to develop the social side of a tenth grader. Perhaps the most important event of the year is the ordering of class rings. The rings are symbols of the friendships, experiences and education gained at Coventry High School. The Sophomore year is one of transition, growth, maturity and fun. It will provide many great memories for the future.

Stephen Schayer
Linda Sanchez
Megan Doucette was elected President of the Class of '99. Under her leadership, the Sophomores make the transition to underclassmen.

Class Officers: Laurie Hoffman, Secretary; Jessica Houle, Vice President; Ryan Hall, Student Council Representative and Katie Fitzpatrick, Treasurer.

Social Committee: Steven Schayer, Tom St. Germain, Shannon Golomb, Josh Sutton and Lauren Lavoie.

Sophomore Class Advisor, James Erinaire, guided the class during this transition year.
Welcome to algebra with Mr. Erinakes, Sarah Pensak listens attentively to answers being given by her classmates in an oral quiz, while Scott Petrarca quickly jots down notes for later use.

Nick Brown gives a sign of relief after answering a question. Ian Campopiano, hopes that he will next be the next one to be called on.
Mr. Erinakes never fails to stimulate his students and get the best out of them. Personal attention is his motto. Here he is helping Ben Jutras to solve a problem.

John Soares and Kevin Winn watch as a problem is solved on the board.
Oakers are a collection of different personalities. Amanda Chapo makes sure that nothing escapes her attention. Heather Crone, Karla Reynolds and Stephanie Lavioe enjoy a little chat before class. Scott Petrarca waits patiently for class to begin. Mike Mansour questions the notes on the previous answer during a class discussion. Kristy Lowe, with bottle water in place, enjoys a few antidotes during a class lecture.

Erin Drought
Michael Drowne
Sara Dudley
Jason DuFault
Matthew DuHoski
Joshua Duquette

Tracy Dwelly
John Emond
Timothy Enright
Megan Evangelista
Jennifer Fagan
Joshua Fagan

Jason Fallon
Ololade Falola
Robert Faraone
Jennifer Farias
Stephen Farren
Shannon Feeney
Just what you like to see, a sophomore excited about learning! We need more enthusiasts like young Kevin Donnelly here.

Lindsay Gardner says, "If you are waiting for me to smile while I’m doing history homework, you’re going to wait a long time."
Lauren Picotte tries to look sweet and innocent in class. We know the truth Lauren, you didn’t do your homework!

"Please, please, please postpone the test!! I’ll give you my first born child.” Nice try, Curtis.
Classrooms effect students moods in many ways. Expressions of joy and amazement are found along with curiosity and bewilderment. Jessica Huey is wondering when this assignment will ever end. Tiffany Hoffman looks happy and relaxed, knowing that this was a good day. Jonathan Moore doesn’t let anything faze him, while he waits for the bell to end the day.
Most of the moods we found were happy. It seems that the classroom has a positive influence on Oakers. Keith Viera takes a few moments to relax after a busy hour in science. Jennifer Bird’s smile tells everyone that she enjoys what she is learning. David DiTusa’s expression is priceless. You know he wants classes to last at least two hours each.
Have you ever studied smiles. They tell us a lot about people. Our resident smile-ologist gave the following interpretations. Matt Gudas is content. His relaxed smile tells us he is calm and collective. Vanessa Amaral, on the other hand, has a little smirk with her smile. She is a person in control of her emotions. Chris Simpkins, pretending to be asleep, is really a dynamo of action. Don’t let that straight smile fool you.
Eyes are another window into someone’s personality. The degree to which the eyes are open and the direction tells what a person is thinking. David Fish, with eyes wide open and looking slightly downward, indicates that he is fully aware of what is going on around him. Jeremy Lima, with eyes almost closed and looking downward, is reserved, inward individual. Mike McKnight, looking straight ahead is outgoing and social.
Ryan Danis really is not pretending, he really enjoys learning about the history of the United States. Arthur Greene tries hard to stay focused, but other things have captured his imagination. Mr. Rinaldi guides Bryan Lemme, Greg Scott and Charles Standish through the steps of assembling their project.
Afterglow
I'd like the memory of me to be a happy one,
I'd like to leave an afterglow of smiles when day is gone.
I'd like to leave an echo whispering softly down the ways,
Of happy times, and laughing times, and bright and sunny days.
I'd like the tears of those who grieve to dry before the sun,
Of happy memories that I leave when life is done.

Joey
A big smile.
A big heart.

Outgoing.
Caring.

A dedicated player.
A dedicated fan.
A dedicated friend.

You have touched us all.

Happily remembered.
Sadly missed.

-Mr. E.
From the dawning of time, freshmen have had to live up to the stigma of being called “freshmen.” Everybody hates it, but at some time, we are forced to live with the evil name. In a school the size of CHS, it’s pretty easy to get lost. Freshmen feel lost for the better part of the year. We always seem to be one step behind the upperclassmen. We haven’t yet learned the ropes of surviving in high school. Every day is an adventure in which we learn something new. By the end of the year, we’re well prepared to move onto the next part of the road for some smooth sailing (figures they would leave the freshmen with the potholes). Freshmen year does have its upsides. We can always use the excuse, “Hey, I’m a freshmen. What do you expect?” Freshmen aren’t all that bad. Some of them are actually pretty good kids. And anyway, this freshmen class gets to hold the distinction of being the last graduating class of the new millenium. That’s quite an accomplishment, even if they’re only freshmen.
Class President, Briel Delmonaco is independent, dynamic and highly motivated. When she speakers, people listen.

Class Officers: Chris DiMicco, Treasurer, Tina Renneisen, Secretary Susan Colucci, Vice-President, and Kendra Longquist, Student Council Rep.


Freshman Class Advisor, Mrs. Patricia Kelly, prepares to lead the class into the next millennium.
Lauren Corse holds her friend close. He's too young to stay home alone all day while she's at school.

Linda Vallier and Megan Tomilson try to decipher the mysterious schedule code.
Matt Holt is transfixed by Mr. E’s recitation of pi.

Penny tries to figure out how to use the Computer Lit programs to change her schedule.
“Maybe if I walk all cool and stuff no one will know I’m a freshmen.” (Message from the Yearbook Staff--Nice try.)

“Lunch is our favorite time of the day. No worries about getting through the corridors and reaching our class on time.”
Freshman Philosophy 101: Lesson for the day. If you don’t look at the camera, they won’t take your picture.

“No, she’s not my sister. I’ve never met her before in my life. Someone stole my DNA and cloned me.”
**The First Day!** Getting adjusted and acclimated is the first hurdle to overcome in your Freshman year. The high school is a much bigger place than the middle school. The corridors are a maze that confuse you and making getting from one classroom to another an almost impossible task.